Dresden

Frauenkirche

The restored Altstadt’s Elbe skyline can be enjoyed
much as it was in the ‘Canaletto view’ of 1748.

Dresden
The name of the Saxon capital
was a byword for splendour and
it was one of the glittering courts
of Europe in the 17th and 18th
centuries. Its Baroque opulence
equalled anything in Europe
before devastating bombing in
the closing days of World War
II. But its most lavish buildings
have been brought back to their
old brilliance and the treasures
of the Saxon court have been
reassembled.

The grand city would not have emerged
without three men – Friedrich August I, known
as August the Strong, the elector of Saxony
and from 1697 king August II of Poland, his
weakling son Friedrich August II and first
minister Heinrich von Brühl. At the height
of the Baroque a renowned court revolved
around the lives and appetites – and they were
expansive appetites – of these three.
The Saxon ruling house of Wettin went back
to the early medieval margraviate of Meissen.
In the 15th century the Wettins became dukes
of Saxony with their court at Wittenberg and
the line developed two branches with diverse
territories.
From the start of the Reformation they
straddled the political and religious divide.
The Wettin prince Friedrich III, a Catholic, had
been an early supporter of Martin Luther and
the duke Moritz in the 16th century backed the
Holy Roman emperor despite being a declared
Lutheran. Moritz’s shrewd course won him
distinction as the first Saxon elector prince.
One branch of the family unsuccessfully
backed an alliance of Lutheran princes against
the imperial crown.
August the Strong directed the redesign of
the Neustadt after the ravages of a 1685 fire and
many of the public buildings admired today.
He sought and in 1697 took the Polish throne,
converting to Catholicism to do so, while
ruling a Protestant Saxony. Contemporary
speculations of his illegitimate progeny were
more than 350.
August’s pomp represented the zenith of
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The Neustadt avenue of Hauptstraße,
created by August the Strong.
the Wettin dynasty. Display in all its forms
was the key to the Dresden court and, at a
time when the Prussian kings were developing
military prowess to supplement their political
acumen, the Saxon leaders revelled in art,
lavish entertainment and the expenditure both
demanded.
Fortunately prowess in banking arrived
among a host of Italian influences, along with
a lucrative state porcelain industry. Friedrich
August II (August III of Poland) however
inherited only his father’s love for art and
taste for women and his army was swept aside
by Frederick the Great. Under father and son
the grip on Poland was insecure and was lost
forever in 1763. Brühl realised the possibilities
for porcelain to gain lucrative European
markets and was an adroit court politician but
frittered away much of Saxony’s potential at a
time when Prussia was on the rise.
But Saxony was declining from its glory
after Dresden was occupied and ravaged
by fire in 1756, although the Wettin electors
survived to become kings of Saxony. The
dynastic parade of Saxon rulers appears on the
Kurfürstenzug next to the Dresden palace, the
Residenzschloß.
Dresden retained its architectural magnificence – at least until February 1945.
Sustained Allied air raids over two days, the

first concerted bombing of the city, started a
firestorm that killed unknown tens of thousands
of residents and refugees and burned the city
again, giving the world Kurt Vonnegut’s story
Slaughterhouse-Five. Stories of the casualties
have varied widely from 25,000 to almost
250,000 and it has always been hard to judge
their credibility given the refugee situation
and general confusion in the city at that time.
Recent and sober assessments are toward the
lower end of the range, probably less than
35,000.
Only in recent years, with the repair of
the Residenzschloß and the pavilions of
the Zwinger, the rebuilding of the exquisite
Frauenkirche and the restoration to the palace
of the extraordinary Green Vault collections,
can Dresden claim to have recovered its
heritage. It can seem now much as shown
by the ‘Canaletto’ canvas of court painter
Bernardo Bellotto in the mid 18th century. But
the work of rebuilding Baroque facades goes
on, as do excavations at Neumarkt around
medieval cellars and the Jewish quarter
unearthed during building works.
Altstadt
The gracious Altstadt centres on a cluster
of largely Baroque and Renaissance-style
structures on the south bank of the Elbe
connected above the river by the promenade
of Brühlsche Terrasse. Much of the area
is a pedestrian zone. Theaterplatz with the
Zwinger and the Semperoper in the west and
Brühlsche Garten with the Albertinum in the
east define the central zone and the palace
area is at the south end of Augustusbrücke.
Neumarkt, dominated by the Frauenkirche, is
the focal point while Altmarkt, centre of the
Christmas Striezelmarkt festivities, Postplatz
and Pirnaischer Platz are the other hubs.
It is easy to spend a day here looking at the
palace precinct, the elegant restored patrician
facades of Neumarkt and the other attractions.
Piecing this priceless area back together was
the post-1945 challenge.
Taking in the sweep of the Elbe is easy
with a stroll along Brühlsche Terrasse. This is
a delicious experience on a summer evening
when outdoor serving is in full swing. If the
sights and smells get the better of the senses,
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descend the stairs at Münzgasse, which is the
centre of a lively restaurant scene stretching
back to Neumarkt.
For a walk through the city centre, follow
Landhausstraße from Pirnaischer Platz to
Neumarkt to view the Frauenkirche. Then
continue across the square down Augustusstraße with the Fürstenzug on the left to enter
Schloßplatz. With the Residenzschloß on the
left and the Hofkirche on the right, continue
through to Theaterplatz to view Semperoper in
front. Along the river bank was the Italienisches
Dörfchen, where Italian craftsmen lived while
at work on the Hofkirche – today there’s a
restaurant of that name.
The Zwinger is on the south side of
Theaterplatz. Walk through the main gate
area into its grounds, which are open most
hours. On the south side exit over the bridge
at Zwingerteich and turn left into Postplatz.
Return to Pirnaischer Platz by following
Wilsdruffer Straße with Altmarkt on the right
and the blockish 1960s Kulturpalast on the
left.
South of the Altstadt is a pedestrian zone
centred on Prager Straße and leading to the
central station with the new shopping and
activity district.
Innere Neustadt
In 1685 Dresden’s original old town (later
referred to as Altendresden) on the north bank
of the Elbe burned and was gradually replaced
with new streets and public buildings in a
program sponsored by August the Strong. His
presence, fittingly in gold, is maintained to

In tune:
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through
piping at
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Kunsthof
in Äußere
Neustadt
creates
its own
music.
this day in the equestrian statue at Neustädter
Markt at the north end of Augustusbrücke.
Today parts of Hauptstraße and Königstraße give perhaps the best impression of the
Baroque Dresden. Stylish residential blocks
spared by the 1945 bombing can be seen in a
stroll north along the avenue of Hauptstraße
(take in the restored market Neustädter
Markthalle and its boutique artisan segment)
to the water features of Albertplatz and back
towards the Elbe along Königstraße.
Beyond Palaisplatz in verdant surroundings
is August’s Japanische Palais. Tram routes 4,
8 and 9 cross Augustusbrücke and routes 3,
7 and 8 pass Albertplatz, which is just to the
east of the transport hub of Schlesischer Platz
outside Dresden-Neustadt station (trams 3, 6
or 11).

RAVEN QUICK GUIDE
Tourist information: Neumarkt 2 (tel 0351-501501, Apr-Dec M-F 10-19, Sa 10-18, Su
10-15, Jan-Mar M-F 10-18, Sa 10-16, Su 10-14); Hauptbahnhof hall, Wiener Platz (M-Su
9-19).
Accommodation service: M-Sa 9-18 (tel 0351-501501, email info@dresdeninformation.de).
Money: ReiseBank, Am Hauptbahnhof 4 (M-F 8-20, Sa 8-18, Su 10-18); Deutsche Bank,
Prager Straße 8 (M-W 9.30-13, 14-18, Th 9.30-13, 14-19, F 9.30-13); Commerzbank,
Dr-Külz-Ring 12 (M-Tu & Th 9-12.30, 14-18, W & F 9-14); Sparkasse, Hauptstraße 5 (M-Tu
& Th 9-18, W & F 9-14); Östsächsische Sparkasse, Königsbrücker Straße 20 (M-Tu & Th
9-18, W & F 9-14).
Lockers: Hauptbahnhof, near platform 1 (€4/3 per day); Bahnhof Dresden-Neustadt (€3/2
per day).
Transit information: DVB Kundenzentrum, Postplatz 1 (M-F 9-19, Sa 9-18, Su 10-18);
Wiener Platz (M-F 8-19, Sa 8-18, Su 9-18); Prager Straße (M-F 9-19, Sa 9-18); Pirnaischer
Platz (M-F 8-19, Sa 9-16); Albertplatz (M-F 9-18, Sa 9-16).
Post: Antonsplatz (M-F 9-19, Sa 9-15); Schweriner Straße 36 (M-F 9-18.30, Sa 10-13);
Königsbrücker Straße 21 (M-F 9-19, Sa 10-13).
Internet: Zak Call Shop & Internet Cafe, Wiener Passage, Wiener Platz 3 (M-Su 10-20);
E@sy Internet Büro, Pfarrgasse 1 (M-Su 9-22); Café Europa, Königsbrücker Straße 68
(M-Su 0-24).
Laundry: Eco-Express Waschsalon, Königsbrücker Straße 2 (M-Sa 6-23); Waschmeister
SB Waschsalon, Louisenstraße 70 (M-Sa 6-24), Waschladen Crazy, Louisenstraße 6
(M-Sa 6.30-23); Waschladen Biela, Bischofsweg 10 (M-Sa 6.30-22.30); Waschladen Aura,
Bünaustraße 4 (M-Sa 6-23).
Police: tel 110; Schießgasse 7 (tel 0351-4832601); Bautzner Straße 19 (tel 0351-816410);
Loschwitzer Straße 43 (tel 0351-318710); Niedersedlitzer Straße 19 (tel 0351-28660).
Pharmacy: Saxonia-Apotheke, Prager Straße 8A (M-F 9-20, Sa 10-18); Stadt Apotheke,
Prager Straße 2A (M-F 8-20, Sa 9-18); Apotheke Goldener Reiter, Hauptstraße 38; Linden
Apotheke, Königsbrücker Straße 52 (M-F 8-18.30, Sa 9-13).
Ambulance: tel 112.
Hospitals: Universitätsklinikum Carl Gustav Carus, Fetscherstraße 74 (tel 0351-4580);
Krankenhaus St Joseph-Stift, Georg-Nerlich-Straße 4 (tel 0351-44402329); Städtisches
Krankenhaus, Kopernikusstraße 39A, Dresden-Neustadt (tel 0351-8560); Krankenhaus
Dresden-Friedrichstadt, Friedrichstraße 41, Friedrichstadt (tel 0351-4801938).
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Äußere Neustadt
The dominant tone north of Albertplatz is 19th
century. Alaunstraße runs north-south as far
as Bischofsweg through a precinct of cafes,
restaurants and boutiques that varies from
cosmopolitan to earthy to gritty. Almost parallel
is Görlitzer Straße, where No 23 provides an
entry to the showpiece Kunsthofpassage, a
series of courtyards and back lanes decorated
with at times riotous colours and shapes.
The substance is in boutiques and gift shops
(mostly closed Sunday) and cafes.
Görlitzer Straße leads south to Rothenburger Straße, which in turn can be followed to
Bautzner Straße and west back to Albertplatz.
Tram 13 runs down Görlitzer Straße and
Rothenburger Straße across the Elbe to
Straßburger Platz, where tram 10 continues to
the Hauptbahnhof. Trams 1, 2 and 4 lead back
into the heart of the Altstadt.
Information
The main office of Dresden Information is
downstairs in QF Passage at Neumarkt 2 and
well equipped. An information booth equipped
with maps and brochures operates inside
the Hauptbahnhof hall. The city homepage
is www.dresden.de, offered in English and
with information on tourism and culture. The
thematic map there could be useful for visitors
who understand some German.
The Frauenkirche Visitor Centre (M-Sa
9.30-18) at the corner of Weiße Gasse and
Wilsdruffer Straße has information about the
city’s signature building and its resurrection.
Ticket Centrale (M-F 10-18, Sa-Su 10-16)
at Sporergasse 9 is focused on ticket sales
for events and tours but also has a range of
literature about other attractions.
The full-colour handbook Dresden:
Saxony’s royal residence (€7.90) is a
good overall reader’s guide to the cultural
background and attractions of the city and a
worthwhile souvenir. Rahmel Verlag’s Colour
Image Guide Dresden (€5.70) is also helpful.
For higher-end restaurants, entertainment and
shopping use the free booklet Maxity City
Guide Dresden.
Thalia Bücher (M-Sa 10-20) at Altmarkt
23 has a good selection of general and activity
maps on both floors as well as books on
Dresden. For art books and history to browse
through, visit the museum shop in the Kleiner
Schloßhof of the Residenzschloß.
Free public wi-fi access is offered at
Postplatz.
Transport
Train: Most long-distance trains stop
at Dresden-Neustadt as well as Dresden
Hauptbahnhof. Trains run to and from Berlin
(just over two hours, seven services daily),
Leipzig (fast or regional trains, 80 to 105 minutes) and Prague/Prag (two hours 15 minutes,
seven or eight times daily). Regional trains
(eight daily) also serve Děčín over the Czech
border. Meissen is served by S-Bahn (S1).
The DB Reisezentrum service area at the
Hauptbahnhof (M-F 5.45-21, Sa-Su 7-21)
is backed up by a desk (M-Su 6-24) for
information only. At Dresden-Neustadt the
Reisezentrum (M-F 6.45-20, Sa-Su 7-20) is in
the main hall with ticket machines outside and
an information desk (M-Su 6-22.30).
Bus: A central bus station is lacking and
the main long-distance hubs are stops
at Bayrische Straße outside Dresden

The Residenzschloß (W-M
10-18, €12/9, visitors under 17
free), centres on the Georgenbau
(enter Schloßstraße) and holds
the pride of the state art
collections. The Georgenbau
with its Renaissance gable
faces Schloßplatz, flanked to
the west by the main tower
Hausmannsturm and to the
east by the Fürstenzug.
Restoration work goes on in
the palace’s state apartments
and outer wings, but the main
courtyard is largely refinished
and the staircase Englische
Treppe has been returned to
its old glory. The Fürstengalerie
on the first floor displays portraits
and busts of Wettin dukes and
electors – meet the builders
and owners of the palace. The
day entry price covers the palace
museums (see Museums) except
the Historisches Grünes
Gewölbe. A combined day ticket
for this and the rest of the
palace attractions is €21 (audio
guides free).
The Fürstenzug, a depiction of the
succession of Wettin rulers, forms a
cavalcade mural beginning in the 12th
century. It is almost complete, having
been recast in 1907, during the reign of
the last Saxon king Friedrich August III.
It was more durably rendered in tiles
after the original 1870s sgraffito of
Wilhelm Walther and stretches more
than 100m along Augustusstraße. The
Wettins were one of the most enduring
of German dynasties and not since
antiquity had centuries of power been
represented in an open-air monument.
On the other side of the Fürstenzug is
the Stallhof, the 16th century
stables courtyard and tournament lists.
The arcaded passage Langer Gang
carries heraldic devices representing
Saxon estates, complementing the
Fürstenzug’s dynastic theme on the
other side. Hunting trophies and
heraldic arms complete this
celebration of lordship. The
Johanneum (today the
Verkehrsmuseum) at Augustusstraße
1 was once used as the stables before
being rebuilt as a picture gallery.
The Hofkirche (M-Tu 9-18, W-Th 9-17, F 13-17, Sa
10-17, Su 12-16) of the palace household, also referred
to as the Kathedrale, reflected the Catholic influence in a
court that ruled both Saxon (Protestant) and Polish lands.
A spiritual centre, it was also an exercise in political
compromise, designed with bells that were not (until
the arrival of Napoleon) rung. August the Strong, who
planned it, had converted in order to claim the Polish
crown. His heart was laid in the vault here alongside
Wettin descendants – his body remains in Cracow. The
Baroque structure by Gaetano Chiaveri, set off by curious
Romanesque elements, was fashioned by Italian craftsmen
who lived on the Elbe bank nearby. It became the
cathedral of the Catholic Dresden diocese only in 1980.

Hauptbahnhof and outside Dresden-Neustadt
station at Schlesischer Platz (the east side) or
Hansastraße (west). Berlin Linien Bus services
link Dresden and Berlin (including Tegel and
Schönefeld airports, eight times daily, about
2½ hours). Daily Frankfurt services run via
Chemnitz, Weimar and Erfurt. Daily DresdenNuremberg-Munich services require changes
in Hof or Bayreuth. Dresden-RegensburgPassau services run three days a week with
a change in Hof. BLB also has services to
Prague, Brno, Vienna and Budapest.
Eurolines has daily Berlin-Dresden
services and FlixBus, MeinFernbus (as part
of a Chemnitz-Dresden-Berlin service) and
ADAC Postbus (Leipzig-Dresden-Berlin) also
have Berlin routes. FlixBus runs via Leipzig
airport, Göttingen and Kassel to Cologne
and MeinFernbus via Leipzig, Kassel and
Dortmund to Düsseldorf. MeinFernbus runs
to Frankfurt and Heidelberg. FlixBus also has
Dresden-Chemnitz-Nuremberg-Munich and
Dresden-Chemnitz-Erfurt-Frankfurt services.
Aldi Reisen has Dresden-Berlin and DresdenErfurt-Frankfurt services.
Student Agency Bus services link Prague
and Dresden twice daily as part of a PragueBerlin service. Expressbus runs a daily
Geneva-Berne-Zürich-Prague-Dresden-Berlin
service with changes in Prague for Student
Agency services.
Air: Services to and from Dresden airport reach
cities including London (one daily), Moscow
(four times a week), Frankfurt, Munich,
Vienna/Wien, Hamburg and Düsseldorf.
Regular S-Bahn trains (S2) connect Dresden
Hauptbahnhof and Dresden-Neustadt with the
airport.
Urban transit: In Dresden trams and buses
operate under the transport authority DVB
(www.dvb.de) and with S-Bahn trains follow a
regional fare structure set by VVO (www.vvoonline.de), which has timetable information
and updates available in English. There is
also a VVO information hotline (tel 03518526555) and information and tickets are
available at the DB Reisezentrum areas at the
Hauptbahnhof and Dresden-Neustadt station.
VVO ticket machines with touch screens are
placed in transport hubs.
For an excellent guide to routes and fares
get the Liniennetz brochure and map from
DVB information kiosks at Wiener Platz on the
north side of the Hauptbahnhof, Pirnaischer
Platz and Albertplatz or the Kundenzentrum
at Postplatz (see Quick Guide). These kiosks
also sell day, family and group tickets. Yellow
ticket machines are easy to spot at stops.
Tickets must be validated on boarding for the
period or journey.
Children under 6 travel free, up to age
14 at concession fares. There are several
regional fare zones with corresponding
single-trip tickets valid for one, two, three
or all zones and maximum durations: one
zone, one hour (€2.20/1.50); two zones,
90 minutes (€3.90/2.70); three zones, two
hours (€5.90/4.10); all zones, four hours,
(€7.80/5.50). Four-trip tickets (€7.80/5.50) are
also available. For short trips (up to four stops
or 2km, no changes allowed) a stripe from a
separate €5 four-trip strip ticket can be used.
There is a scheme of day tickets that are
valid from first boarding until 4.00 next day:
one zone (€6/5), two zones (€8.50/7) or all
zones (€13.50/11.50). For families (up to six
members, of whom only two may be older
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Augustusbrücke is a centuries-old
link between Altstadt and Neustadt.

The Zwinger
(1728), built by
Matthäus Daniel
Pöppelman for
August the Strong
between
Theaterplatz and
the Zwingerteich,
is a rare example
of a Rococo
pleasure palace,
enclosing
a courtyard
(M-Su 6-23) and
crowned by the
glittering
Kronentor. The
southern wall
and moat beneath
go back to Dresden’s 15th century outer defences. The complex was the scene of the
masquerades and costumed revelries of the court, set off by fountains. An orangery was
included, as were sculptures by Balthasar Permoser, some originals of which are now in
the Palais Großer Garten. The restored pavilion near the porcelain carillon today houses
the Porzellan Sammlung. The more recent (19th century) Semperbau, now housing the
Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister, closed the circuit, much of which can be inspected from the
walkway. The science and astronomy collection of Mathematisch-Physikalischer Salon
was recently reopened. See also the Museums entry.

Gottfried Semper’s second design for the Staatsoper has long since adopted the name of
its architect. The Neorenaissance Semperoper has the presence to balance the architecture
around Theaterplatz and became a standard for opera house design. Burned and
redesigned in the 19th century, it witnessed the premieres of Richard Strauss as its
predecessor had witnessed the early works of Wagner. When smashed by the bombs of
1945, it was rebuilt for further generations to admire its elegance and matchless acoustics.
Statues abound, those of including Goethe and Schiller at the entrance. Most prominent
is the Saxon king Johann’s equestrian presence on Theaterplatz. Tours (45 minutes, at
15.00 on selected days, €9/6, families €20) are the best way to see its interiors. Night tours
are also available at €10 when there are no performances. Tickets can be booked at the
Theaterkasse at Theaterplatz 2 or www.semperoper-erleben.de or bought at the entrance
before tours.
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than 14) there are also day tickets offering
good value: one zone (€8.50), two zones
(€13), all zones (€18.50). If children are older,
consider the group day ticket for up to five
people covering all zones (€27). Valid tourist
cards are the Dresden-City-Card and DresdenRegio-Card (see Dresden-Cards). Ask at
information kiosks about discount Elbe-Labe
day excursion cards, which are valid over
the Czech border. Day discount tickets for
the region for one adult with two children is
planned for introduction in April 2014.
The three lines of the S-Bahn system form
the only fast mode and links the Hauptbahnhof
to areas beyond the suburbs. Regular S-Bahn
train services to and from Meißen (line
S1) and Pirna (S2) are covered by valid rail
passes. The Altstadt’s closest S-Bahn stations
are Bahnhof-Mitte to the west and Freiberger
Straße to the south-west.
The tram network keeps the inner city and
both banks of the Elbe connected. Most trams
operate 24 hours (or M-Su 5-1) on 10-minute
frequency but some halt at 21.00. Most routes
converge on Postplatz (trams 1-4, 8, 9 and
12) or Pirnaischer Platz (trams 1-4 and 7).
To reach the Altstadt from the Hauptbahnhof,
take tram 3 or 7 to Pirnaischer Platz or 8, 9
or 11 to Postplatz. North-south trams (3 or
7) run over the Elbe at Carolabrücke at the
east end, Augustusbrücke (4, 8 or 9) and at
Marienbrücke (6 or 11) to the west. Passengers
will need a handle as Dresden trams tend to
start and stop with a jolt.
The GuteNachtLinien service of night
routes and stops (M-Su 1-4) converges on
Postplatz and is timetabled for connections.
Most bus routes operate M-Su 5-1 or 5-21.
Through the small hours buses connect with
the night tram services to service outer parts
of the city.
Bicycle: The inner-city track network is
well developed but in Neustadt and outer
areas paths are often shared with pedestrians.
Paths are provided on both banks of the
Elbe and main roads into the city. On buses
and the S-Bahn extra tickets for carriage of
bicycles (€2/3 for one/two or more zones) are
necessary but valid for a full day. In the VVO
area a one-month bicycle ticket (€16) can be
used in concert with the passenger ticket. On
cross-Elbe ferries single-trip bike tickets cost
€2, return €3.50. On trams bicycles should use
the marked carriages (or on older models the
last door of the tram).
MietStation (M-Su 9.30-13, 17-19, tel
0351-48434356) at St Petersburger Straße 33
has rental bicycles starting from €6 a day (€29
a week). Opening hours are shorter in winter.
Roll On Dresden (M-F 10-13, 16-19, Sa-Su
10-13, tel 0351-2142501) at Königsbrücker
Straße 4A offers bicycles at €7.90 a day, €20.70
for three days or €34.30 a week. Helmets can
be rented at €1.90 a day.
Other rental locations include Roller-Point
(tel 0351-79525570, from €6 per day) at
Conradstraße 34 and AK Zweiradcenter (tel
0351-563560, €10 per day) at Glacisstraße 5.
Taxi: Taxis queue at the Hauptbahnhof on
the Bayrische Straße side of the main exit.
At Dresden-Neustadt station they gather at
Schlesischer Platz. The start fee is €2.80 and
the rate per kilometre up to 3km is €2. For
longer trips the rate is €1.50 per kilometre (MSa 20-5 or Su €1.70). To order call tel 0351211211.
Between 22.00 and 4.00 nightly passengers

PALACE MUSEUMS & GALLERIES
The Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden (www.skd.museum) covers several state
collections grouped in buildings in the Altstadt palace quarter, including those in the
Residenzschloß, Zwinger, Albertinum and Lipsiusbau, as well as the Japanisches Palais
and Schloß Pillnitz (see the Schloß und Park Pillnitz entry, page 11 below). The SKD
website updates news on exhibitions. Visitor information about these collections is
available at the Besucherzentrum Art & Info (M-Su 10-18) in the Residenzschloß, corner of
Taschenberg and Schloßstraße.
Residenzschloß
Admission to the Residenzschloß (W-M 10-18, €12/9, visitors under 17 free) covers all
museums in the palace complex including special exhibitions. A combined ticket for the
palace and Historisches Grünes Gewölbe (€21, plus €2 booking) is also available. Take
tram 4, 8 or 9 to Theaterplatz or tram 1, 2 or 11 to Postplatz.
Dresden’s crowning glory is on the palace’s ground floor (enter at Taschenberg near
Sophienstraße). The Historisches Grünes Gewölbe (W-M 10-18, €12 including audio
guide, visitors under 17 free) is a spectacular array of 3000 precious objects treasured by
the elector-king August the Strong and displayed in restored or reconstructed 18th century
rooms. The artistry of the court jewellers staggers the senses. It is advisable, especially
if visiting in summer or Christmas tourist seasons, to book online (see above) weeks or
months in advance (€2), though tickets when available can be booked up to the day before
by phone (M-F to 20.00, Sa-Su to 18.00, tel 0351-49142000) or up to 23.00 online. Though
accompanied children aged up to 16 enter free, they must also be booked. Visitors can
also queue in the roofed small palace courtyard at 10.00 to snap up spare passes for the
day (success is more likely outside the peak times of mid May-mid Sep). Passes are strictly
timed. Entry can also be included in some city tours (see Tours).
The Neues Grünes Gewölbe (W-M 10-18, palace admission) holds 1000 other
masterpieces of the electors’ treasury, notably Johann Melchior Dinglinger’s bejewelled
scene of the court of the mogul Aurangzeb with almost 5000 diamonds, much to the
oriental taste of the elector.
In the palace’s Hausmannsturm the history of German power is charted by the
Münzkabinett (late Mar-Oct W-M 10-18, palace admission, visitors under 17 free),
assembling hundreds of thousands of coins, medals and notes minted and printed over
hundreds of years by myriad German states and principalities.
In the Riesensaal is the armoury or Rüstkammer (W-M 10-18, palace admission, visitors
under 17 free) featuring ornamented pieces in keeping with the splendor of the court.
The adjacent Türckische Cammer on the second floor gathers for their artistry priceless
Ottoman pieces from the armoury.
The Kupferstich-Kabinett (W-M 10-18 depending on exhibitions, palace admission,
visitors under 17 free) has exhibitions from half a million drawings, prints and photographs
is on the third floor with a study room open to the public.
Zwinger
Admission to the chambers of the Zwinger at Theaterplatz costs €10/7.50, visitors under 17
free (audio guides €3). The advance booking fee is €2. Take tram 4, 8 or 9 to Theaterplatz
or tram 1, 2 or 11 to Postplatz.
The art collections of the Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister (Tu-Su 10-18, Zwinger admission,
visitors under 17 free) is devoted to old masters including famous works by Raphael, Jan
Vermeer and Lucas Cranach.
The Porzellan Sammlung (Tu-Su 10-18, €6/4.50 or Zwinger admission, visitors under
17 free) includes imported oriental porcelain treasures as well as the famous Meissen
porcelain produced under the patronage of the Dresden court.
The precision scientific and astronomical instruments and clocks of the historical collection
Mathematisch-Physikalischer Salon (Tu-Su 10-18, €6/4.50 or Zwinger admission,
visitors under 17 free) date back to the 16th century.
Japanisches Palais
The ethnographic collections of the Museum für Völkerkunde Dresden (Tu-Su 10-18,
€2.50/2, visitors under 17 free) in the palace at Palaisplatz started with the Dresden
electors’ interest in the exotic. The centrepiece of this museum, which is being reorganised
and progressively reopened, is the ornate Damaskuszimmer (included in Residenzschloß
admission), a late Ottoman room complete with furnishings and textiles. Take tram 4 or 9 to
Palaisplatz or tram 11 to Leipziger Straße.
Jägerhof
In the Renaissance palace at Köpckestraße 1 is the Museum für Sächsische Volkskunst
(Tu-Su 10-18, €3/2, visitors under 17 free), a folk art and puppet collection. Take tram 4, 8
or 9 to Neustädter Markt.
For more Dresden museums see below. A guide to all museums is at the Dresden
Information website or ask for the Maxity Museums in Dresden booklet (€0.50) in English.
Regional museums in Dresden’s hinterland and across the Elbe valley in the Czech
Republic are covered at www.museum-euroregion-elbe-labe.eu.

can ask bus or tram drivers to order taxis for
pick-ups at a desired stop further on. The
connecting taxi ride is then subject to normal
tariffs.
For an explanation of the ALITA taxi
service, which operates by telephone order on
public transport routes outside normal demand
periods, go to the ‘Taxi’ tab of the VVO website in English.
Ferry: The F14 (Elbe ferry to Pillnitz), F16
(Laubegast-Niederpoyritz
crossing)
and
F17 (Neustadt-Johannstadt crossing) ferries
operate under the VVO fare system and the
tickets are valid accordingly as part of longer
journeys. Otherwise single trips cost €1.50
and return trips €2 (€1 and €1.50 for children
6-14). There are also 10-trip tickets (€9 or
children €6).
Bergbahn: About 5km east of the city
centre at Loschwitz are the elevated rail lines
(Bergbahnen). The old suspension railway
Dresdner Schwebebahn (Nov-Mar M-Su
10-17, Apr-Oct M-Su 9.30-20) climbs more
than 240 metres from Körnerplatz above the
Elbe in Loschwitz to offer views over the
city, the river, the old spa district of Weißer
Hirsch and Dresdner Heide. A lookout deck
is at the Luisenhof restaurant at the top.
There is no disability access. The adjacent
funicular Standseilbahn (M-F 6.30-21.20,
Sa-Su 9-21.20) travels more than 500m to a
restaurant offering a different perspective.
Both services are run by DVB (see
Transport) and are closed April 1. One-way
trips are €3/2, both ways €4/2.50, family cards
€10. To have a look at the machine house, the
cost is €2.50/1, families €5. A combined ticket
for the whole experience, including a postcard
and a drink at the lookout, is €7. Day, family
and group transport tickets are not valid. Take
tram 6 from Schlesischer Platz or Albertplatz
or tram 12 from Postplatz to Schillerplatz and
cross the classic bridge Loschwitzer Brücke to
Körnerplatz. To the Schwebebahn top station,
take tram 11 from Albertplatz to the terminus,
then bus 84.
Dresden-Card
One-day Dresden-City-Cards cover all public
transport in the city area and discounts at
about 90 attractions for individuals (€9.90)
and families up to six (€13.90). Two-day
cards (€29.90/54.90) cover travel, the above
discounts and free entry to museums with the
Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden state
art collections (apart from the Historisches
Grünes Gewolbe). Four-day Dresden-RegioCards cover all travel in the VVO region (see
Transport) and free entry to SKD collections
(except the Historisches Grünes Gewolbe)
and deliver discounts at 120 attractions. Adult
cards (€79.90) and family cards (two adults
and up to four children aged 14 and under,
€119) are offered.
Families should note, however, the cards at
many attractions might deliver only the same
(10%) discounts as families would otherwise
enjoy and these benefits are not cumulative.
Check the Dresden-Cards information booklet
carefully before making the commitment. Art
lovers should note the state art collections
can be covered by various SKD combination
tickets (see Museums opposite and below).
Visitors should also note the entry benefits of
the SchlösserlandKARTE (€40 for a year, €20
for 10 days, with discounts for pairs), available
and valid at all Dresden’s castles and palaces.
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OTHER MUSEUMS

For Dresden city museum news in English visit www.museen-dresden.de.
Art
The Albertinum (Tu-Su 10-18, €10/7.50, visitors under 17 and audio guides free) at
Tzschirnerplatz houses two state art museums. Galerie Neue Meister is the home of
Romantic through to Impressionist, Expressionist and contemporary works (including
Caspar David Friedrich, Claude Monet, Max Liebermann, Otto Dix and Gerhard Richter).
Mediterranean antiquity is the starting point for sculptures at the Skulpturensammlung,
which extend through to Rodin and the modern period. Take tram 3 or 7 to Synagogue.
The Kunsthalle in Lipsiusbau (Tu-Su 10-18, €5/4, visitors under 17 free, combination
ticket with the Albertinum €12.50) near the east end of Brühlsche Terrasse, hosts special
exhibitions, for which charges sometimes vary. Take tram 3 or 7 to Synagogue.
Modern and contemporary art in Dresden is the main theme of Städtische Galerie
Dresden (Tu-Th 10-18 & Sa-Su 10-18, F 10-19, €5/4) in the 18th century Landhaus at
Wilsdruffer Straße 2. There are more than 20,000 works of painting, drawing and sculpture.
Take trams 1-4, 7 or 12 to Pirnaischer Platz.
Restoration awaits the Baroque sculptures of Palais Großer Garten (tours only, Apr-Oct
W & Su 14.30, €4/2, children under 5 free) on Hauptallee in Großer Garten. Many of the 50
works that once graced the Zwinger are shown in the early Baroque palace. Take tram 9 or
13 to Querallee or tram 1, 2 or 10 to Comeniusplatz.
Dresden Romanticism is on display at Kügelgenhaus - Museum der Dresdner Romantik
(W-Su 10-18, €4/3) at Hauptstraße 13, at the studio of artist Gerhard von Kügelgen. Take
tram 4, 8 or 9 to Neustädter Markt.
Rote Amsel, the house of Romantic painter Eduard Leonhardi at Grundstraße 26, is part of
the appeal of the Leonhardi-Museum (Tu-F 14-18, Sa-Su 10-18, €3/2, families €6). Inside
is contemporary art as well as Leonhardi’s works. Take bus 61, 83 or 84 to Körnerplatz.
Contemporary and emerging art is shown at Kunsthaus Dresden (Tu-Th 14-19, F-Su
11-19, €3/2, families €4, Fridays free) at Rähnitzgasse 8. Take tram 4 or 9 to Palaisplatz.
Technology
Today’s Volkswagens are made in tomorrow’s factory in the Gläserne Manufaktur (M-F
8.30-19, Sa-Su 9-18) under the tower on Lennéstraße. Tours of the complex in English
(M-Sa 12.00 and 15.00, Su 15.00, €5/3) are available and the process of manufacturing the
Phaeton can be seen under glass. Take tram 1, 2, 4, 10 or 12 to Straßburger Platz.
In the Johanneum at Augustsstraße 1 is the Verkehrsmuseum (Tu-Su 10-18, €7/3.50,
children under 5 free, families €12), with transport from bicycles to early aircraft. Germany’s
oldest steam locomotive (1861) is on show. Take tram 1, 2 or 4 to Altmarkt.
In the Nossener Brücke railway yards is the steam locomotive collection of
Eisenbahnmuseum BW Dresden-Altstadt (Apr-Sep first and third Saturdays of the month
10-16, €4/3, children €0.50, families €9), with locos in 1930s glory and the history of the
depot on the site. Take bus 62 to Bamberger Straße.
More transport is on show at the Straßenbahnmuseum Dresden (first Saturday of month
except Apr, Jul & Dec, €2/1.50, families €5, tours €3). The museum, in a historic tram station
at Trachenberger Straße 38 in Pieschen, carries out restoration, opens for other special
occasions and offers some vintage tram rides. Take tram 3 to Trachenberger Platz.
A collection from 200 years of industry and technology is the aim at Technische
Sammlungen Dresden (Tu-F 9-17, Sa-Su 10-18, €5/4, children under 6 free) in a former
camera factory at Junghansstraße 1. The present focus is audio-visual advances and
electronics and there is an experimental area. Take tram 4 or 10 to Pohlandplatz.
General
At Wilsdruffer Straße 2, Stadtmuseum Dresden (Tu-Th & Sa-Su 10-18, F 10-19, €5/4)
covers Dresden’s culture and history. Take trams 1-4, 7 or 12 to Pirnaischer Platz.
The underground Festung Dresden (Apr-Oct M-Su 10-18, Nov-Mar M-Su 10-17, €5/2.50,
families €11.50) downstairs from Georg-Treu-Platz shows the secrets of a lost city. An
audio guide is available to components including a network of tunnels, vaults, bastions and
casemates of the duke Moritz’s Renaissance defences. Take tram 3 or 7 to Synagogue.
The Gedenkstätte Münchner Platz (M-F 10-16, free) at George-Bähr-Straße 7 covers the
story of resistance to the Nazi and Communist dictatorships and what life was like under
their yoke. Take tram 3 to Münchner Platz.
A taste of daily life under East German Communism is offered at Zeitreise - Lebensart
DDR 1949-1989 (Tu-Su 10-18, €7.50/6.50) at Wasastraße 50 in Radebeul. Take tram 4 to
Wasastraße.
German military history since medieval times is examined at Militärhistorisches Museum
der Bundeswehr (Tu-Su 9-17, €5/3, visitors under 18 free) in an innovative structure based
on a former arsenal at Olbrichtplatz 2. Take tram 7 or 8 to Stauffenbergallee.
Oddly named, the Deutsches Hygiene-Museum (Tu-Su 10-18, €7/3, visitors under 16 free)
at Lingnerplatz 1 is a museum of the human body and its science with an interactive section
for children. Take tram 1, 2, 4 or 12 to Deutsches Hygiene-Museum.
The life and work of one of the great German composers is documented at the Carl-Mariavon-Weber-Museum (W-Su 13-18, €4/3) in Weber’s summer house at Dresdner Straße 44
in Hosterwitz. Take bus 63 to Van-Gogh-Straße.
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Tours
The city tours by Stadtrundfahrt Dresden
(www.stadtrundfahrt.com) double-decker bus
(Apr-Oct M-Su 9.30-22 half-hourly, NovMar M-Su 9.30-20 half-hourly, €20, free for
accompanied children up to 14) from the
Augustusbrücke side of Theaterplatz have 22
stops and take 90 minutes in one go, although
guests can step on or off at will. Extra days
to complete unfinished circuits cost €2, or
there is an option to start at 16.00 and finish
the tour next day at no charge. The ticket can
be bought on boarding and allows the user to
join guided tours of the Zwinger or Fürstenzug
(each 30 minutes, three times daily) and other
attractions at no extra cost as well as other
discounts. To take this tour and add entry to the
Historisches Grünes Gewolbe (limited tickets
daily, bookings necessary) costs €35 per
person all up. A 12-stop tour from Postplatz
including Schloß Pillnitz (Apr-Oct three times
daily, Nov-Mar daily, €12, children free) takes
three hours.
VVO offers packages using historical
transport including the narrow-gauge Lößnitzgrundbahn steam train from Radebeul Ost near
Moritzburg and Meissen bus tours.
Tours can be booked at the Dresden
Information office (see Information above) or
with a week’s notice online (www.dresden.de,
follow the tabs to the Tourism and Sightseeing
sections). Tickets for various tours are on sale
at Ticket Centrale (M-F 10-18, Sa-Su 10-16),
Sporergasse 9.
Nightlifers should consider Nightwalk
Dresden, a three-hour (M-Su 21-24) pubsand-clubs tour of the Neustadt district taking
in more than 100 venues with free drink stops.
Prices vary and bookings (tel 0172-7815007,
www.nightwalk-dresden.de) are advised. Meet
at the north side of Albertplatz at the entrance
to WQ-Bar, Bautzner Straße 1.
Cruises
Cruises in the so-called Sächsische Schweiz
(‘Saxon Switzerland’) from Pirna or Bad
Schandau take in the Elbe cliffs and deliver
something like a Rhine cruise experience.
Sächsische Dampfschiffahrt (tel 0351866090, www.sds-dd.de) offers a range of
Elbe cruises from Terrassenufer in the Altstadt
with the feel of traditional paddle steamers
(some craft look a little more modern).
Children 6-14 are generally about 80% of the
adult fare (up to a maximum €9.50/12.50) and
carriers of student ID receive 10% discounts.
One-way/return cruises include Blasewitz
(€7/11), Pillnitz or Meissen (€13.50/17.50),
Pirna (€14.90/18.50), Königstein (€20/25)
and Bad Schandau (€22.20/25). A one-way
cruise to Pillnitz takes just under two hours
(allowing two hours at the palace before
taking a return trip), Meissen two hours, Pirna
three and Königstein 5½ hours. There is a
range of evening and novelty cruises including
Dixieland and Christmas specials. Combined
cruise and VVO regional transport day tickets
cost €34.50, children €21.50, families €50).
A ticket office (May-Sep Su-M 9-17, TuTh 9-18, F-Sa 9-19.30, shorter hours other
months) is at the Terrassenufer quay between
Augustusbrücke and Carolabrücke and the
city office (M-F 9-16.30, tel 0351-866090) at
Hertha-Lindner-Straße 10.
Parks & gardens
The city’s main oasis is Großer Garten

The rebuilding of the
exquisite Frauenkirche
(M-F 10-12 & 13-18,
Sa-Su subject to events) at
Neumarkt is one of the
miracles of Dresden’s
reemergence since 1990. It
was built as the
Protestant church of the
Dresden burghers as a
counterpoint to the Catholic
Hofkirche. With continuing
fundraising and foreign
financial help the church has
been resurrected from the
rubble left by Allied
bombing in 1945. The sparse
dark stones in its
restructured form are
reminders that less than half
the sandstone remained of
George Bähr’s early 18th
century design, one of
Germany’s architectural
treasures. The dazzling
interiors have been
painstakingly restored from
photographs. Audio guides
are available at €2.50.
The sandstone Albertinum on Brühlscher
Terrassen near Brühlscher Garten started
life in the 16th century as the armoury but
was recast in Neorenaissance guise for its
role as a museum in the 19th century. Long
the refuge of the Grünes Gewölbe
treasures and Münzkabinett after World
War II, it now houses two other state
collections, the 19th and 20th century art
of Galerie Neue Meister and the diverse
statuary making up the
Skulpturensammlung, some of it as ancient
as any monumental sculpture in Europe
(see Museums).
The Kreuzkirche (M 12-18, Tu-Sa 11-15, Su 12-15)
just off Altmarkt was grievously damaged by World War
II bombing but stands today as a survivor of centuries.
As the 13th century Nikolaikirche it maintained and
received tolls from the medieval Elbe bridge, which
remains on its seal. It was rebuilt in Gothic after a 1491
fire and renamed for the Holy Cross, becoming the scene
of Dresden’s first Lutheran service in 1539. But it was
damaged and rebuilt after the Thirty Years War and a
further reconstruction followed an 1897 fire. The restored
church with its spare interior is a popular concert venue
has become a rallying point for justice causes. The tower
(closed in April from 16.30, Nov-Mar from 15.30, €3/2)
can be climbed.
Dresden has spent nearly 60 years rebuilding after the
horror of February 1945. Much of the early work, as in
so many German cities, was done by the Trümmerfrauen,
women whose men were often absent as prisoners or dead
on war duty (or in the firestorm) and who started clearing
rubble by hand. In 1952 Walter Reinhold cast his
Trümmerfrau memorial in the Socialist style to this
generation. In 1969 his work, at Rathausplatz, was remade
in bronze. First estimates by Dresden authorities were that
25,000 people were killed in the two days of raids, but
this was inflated by Nazi authorities by anything up to 10
times: a figure of about 130,000 long seemed credible. The
estimate of bombs dropped is more than 3000 tonnes, the
estimate of rubble about 50 million tonnes.

south-east of the city centre, about two square
kilometres of parkland and ponds including
Zoo Dresden (mid Feb-Mar & Oct M-Su 8.3017.30, Apr-Sep M-Su 8.30-18.30, Nov-mid
Feb M-Su 8.30-16.30, €12/8, children 3-16
€4, families €30). The zoo houses more than
2000 animals. The northern corner is a small
botanic garden (summer M-Su 10-17, winter
M-Su 10-3.30) and water stretches across the
east end. Take tram 10 or 13 to Großer Garten
or tram 9 or 13 to Zoo.
Also in the garden is the 5km miniature
railway Dresdner Parkeisenbahn (Apr-Jun
& Sep Tu-Su 10-18, Jul-Aug M 13-18, TuSu 10-18, Oct Sa-Su 10-17, €5/2.50, children
under 3 free. Round trips take 30 minutes and
family discounts are available.
The favourite outdoor spots around the
Elbe are on the north bank, especially the
Palaisgarten between the Marienbrücke and
Japanisches Palais, where the atmosphere
is quieter and there is the chance to take in
something close to the ‘Canaletto’ Baroque
view of the Altstadt.
Green relief at the north end of Neustadt
is available at Alaunplatz at the north end
of Alaunstraße. A surprise for families at
Seifhennersdorfer Straße off Görlitzer Straße
is the ASP Panama, a small adventure
playground with a tiny urban livestock farm
(M & Th 9-14, Tu-W & F 9-19, Sa 9-12, 1619, Su 9-19). The Saturday hours are feeding
times but generally animals should not be fed
by visitors. Donations of €2 are requested for
Sunday afternoon activities.
North-east of the city the Waldpark
north of Bautzner Landstraße at Weißer
Hirsch merges into the forested expanses of
Dresdner Heide to the north. Take tram 11
to Am Weißen Adler. To get right out into the
moorlands try bus 305 from Waldschlösschen
to Heidemühle, a favourite of walkers.
Views
There is a superb view of central Dresden from
the 39m platform of the Hausmannsturm
(Apr-Oct W-M 10-18, €5/4 or with palace
admission) in the Residenzschloß at Schloßplatz. The Elbe and a view of Neustadt is
also commanded by Brühlsche Terrassen
(see Altstadt) and the Moritzmonument in
Brühlscher Garten.
The tower of the restored Frauenkirche
at Neumarkt (Mar-Oct M-Sa 10-18, Su 12.3018, Nov-Feb M-Sa 10-16, Su 12.30-16, €8/5)
offers a wider perspective (use entrance G).
The tower of the Kreuzkirche (closed in
April from 16.30, Nov-Mar from 15.30, €3/2)
has a platform 54m up at the top of plenty of
steps. The 100m tower at the nearby Neues
Rathaus at Rathausplatz on Dr-Külz-Ring
has a viewing platform two-thirds of the way
up with a lift but was closed during building
works late in 2013.
For a Neustadt perspective, the tower of the
Dreikönigskirche on Königstraße has a tower
climb (May-Oct Tu 11.30-16, W-Sa 11-17,
Su 11.30-17, reduced hours Nov-Feb, €3/2,
children under 10 free) to its 45m platform
from entrance D.
There’s a view with a difference that peers
back in time to Dresden’s Baroque heyday.
Asisi Panometer Dresden at Gasanstaltstraße 8B (Tu-F 9-17, Sa-Su 10-18, €10/8.50,
families €25) is a 360-degree panorama of
Dresden as if from the Hofkirche tower before
the great fire of 1756, painted by the Berlin
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artist Yadegar Asisi in an old gasometer. His
canvas is almost 30m high and more than
100m around. There is a supporting historical
exhibition of paintings and artifacts. Take
S1 or S2 to Dresden-Rieck or bus 64 from
Fetscherplatz to Nätherstraße.
See also Bergbahn in the Transport section
above.

The Zwinger was once the pleasure palace of the Dresden court.

PERFORMANCE
The monthly booklet for performing arts Theater Konzert Kunst - Kulturkalender Dresden
und Umgebung is available free at ticket centres or tourist offices. The calendar is also
online at www.kulturkalender-dresden.de.
Ticket Centrale (M-F 10-18, Sa-Su 10-16, tel 0351-4866666, email ticket@ticketcentrale.
de) at Sporergasse 9 handles ticket sales for a variety of performing arts and other events.
Konzertkasse-Dresden (www.konzertkasse-dresden.de, tel 0351-866600) in the Florentium
at Ferdinandstraße 12 (M-F 9.30-20, Sa 10-16) sells tickets to a range of musical and other
live events.
The Sächsische Staatsoper Dresden performs at the Semperoper (www.semperoper
.de) at Theaterplatz and the ticket office (M-F 10-18, Sa 10-17, Su 10-13, tel 03514911705, email bestellung@semperoper.de) is in the Schinkelwache at Theaterplatz 2.
Tickets for opera, the Dresden Semperoper Ballett and concerts of the orchestra
Sächsische Staatskapelle Dresden (www.staatskapelle-dresden.de) can be purchased
there or online. Opera and ballet ticket prices range from €10 (upper rear seats with view)
to €140 for the best seats at marquee performances. Concert tickets also vary widely for
special performances (at the Frauenkirche €27-52).
The Dresdner Philharmonie (www.dresdnerphilharmonie.de) plays concerts at a variety of
venues including the Schauspielhaus, Frauenkirche, Kreuzkirche and Albertinum. Tickets
(€15-32) are sold at the office (tel 0351-4866866, M-F 10-19, Sa 10-18) at Weiße Gasse 8
or online.
Light opera and musical theatre is performed by Staatsoperette Dresden (www.
staatsoperette-dresden.de) of Pirnaer Landstraße 31 south-east of the city. Tickets (€9/831/23) can be purchased at the ticket counter (M 10-16, Tu-F 10-19, Sa 15-19 and one
hour before performances, tel 0351-2079999, info@staatsoperette-dresden.de) or online.
As well as Sunday devotional music several concerts a month take place in the
Frauenkirche featuring choral and instrumental ensembles, organ music, guest soloists
and Dresden’s orchestras. Ticket prices range from €5 to €98 depending on seats and
concerts. The full program along with price categories (student discounts available) can
be downloaded under the ‘Musik’ tab at www.frauenkirche-dresden.de. Bookings in price
category S are made with the listed performance groups but for other tickets and more
information inquire at the Ticketservice (M-F 9-18) on level 2 at Georg-Treu-Platz 3 or the
Frauenkirche visitor centre at Weiße Gasse 8 (M-F 10-19, Sa 10-18). Some tickets go on
sale an hour before performances at the church (entrance D).
A series of occasional concerts also takes place in the Baroque surroundings of the Palais
Großer Garten banquet hall.
Stage classics and contemporary theatre is performed by the Staatsschauspiel Dresden
(www.staatsschauspiel-dresden.de) at the Schauspielhaus, Theaterstraße 2 (ticket counter
M-F 10-18.30, Sa 10-14 and one hour before performance, tel 0351-4913555, tickets@
staatsschausspiel-dresden.de) or Kleines Haus, Glacisstraße 28 (ticket counter M-F
14-18.30). Schauspielhaus tickets are €10-25, Kleines Haus tickets €9-19.
German, international and experimental theatre is the business of the Societaetstheater
(www.societaetstheater.de) at An der Dreikönigskirche 1A (ticket counter Tu-W 16-20,
Th-Sa 14-20, Su-M two hours before performance, tel 0351-8036810, email bestellung@
ticket2day.de).
A range of musical styles including rock and jazz are part of the weekly program of the
Scheune at Alaunstraße 36. Upcoming performances are posted at www.scheune.org,
where tickets can be purchased.
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Markets
Neustadt is the centre for daily and weekly
fresh produce markets. Saturday farmers’
markets are held on Königstraße outside the
Dreikönigskirche (Apr-Oct 8-13, Nov-May
9-13). On Fridays stalls are set up at MartinLuther-Platz (9-17) off Bautzener Straße.
At Alaunplatz on Thursdays (9-17) and
Saturdays (8-12) the markets show more
emphasis on delicacies.
For indoor shoppers the restored
Neustädter Markthalle (M-F 8-20, Sa 8-18)
on Metzer Straße includes all manner of foods
and other goods are upstairs.
Flea markets on the Elbe at KätheKollwitz-Ufer near Albertbrücke start early
on Saturdays (and selected Sundays) and run
until late afternoon.
Events
The Striezelmarkt (generally M-Su 10-21)
from late in November until Christmas Eve
is based at Altmarkt, selling festive foods
(principally Stollen and gingerbread) and
decorations and handmade goods. The activity
increases about a fortnight before Christmas
with side-events including the Stollenfest with
its giant Stollen, the even larger Erzgebirge
pyramid, the artisans’ day and a special late
night of lighting effects.
But Dresden claims a total of 11 AdventChristmas markets at venues including Prager
Straße, Neumarkt, Postplatz, the Frauenkirche,
Residenzschloß, Hauptstraße and the Scheune
(see Food), most keeping similar hours and
leaving the impression of a giant, four-week
Christmas party both sides of the Elbe. In the
Mittelalter-Weihnacht in the Stallhof of the
Residenzschloß a medieval theme takes over
with period stalls and activities with appeal for
children. All this is accompanied by church or
street concerts most days and ballet and family
opera events at the Semperoper. Details are
posted at the city website (see Information).
Food
Dresdner Eierschecke is a layered confection
with a cheesecake-type base worth trying with
coffee. Stollen, the long loaf with its fruit and
zest filling (even better with marzipan) and
frosted top comes into its own at Christmas
when the snow is new-fallen and the mood
festive. Worth celebrating, it is the centre of
the Striezelmarkt festival, but only authentic
Dresdner Stollen or Christstollen is marked by
the seal of August the Strong and turned out by
authorised bakeries.
Italienisches Dörfchen (tel 0351-498160)
at Theaterplatz 3 on the Elbe recalls the days
of Italian builders and craftsmen living in the
quarter during the building of the Hofkirche,
housing multiple restaurants including
regional cuisine, pasta and fish, a cafe and a
beer terrace.
Münzstraße, the busiest part of town for
restaurants, opens up its outside terraces
– with heating provided when the weather
cools. Kutscherschänke (Su-Th 10-24, F-Su

The restored Baroque beauty of Innere Neustadt is best viewed on Königstraße.
Oriental influences were strong in the
Dresden Baroque and the modified roofline
of the early 18th century Japanisches
Palais at Palaisplatz north of the Elbe
reflects this. Originally the Holländisches
Palais, it was acquired by August the Strong
for conversion as a palace for porcelain, a
dream never realised, but gable reliefs still
show Chinese and Saxon figures with
porcelain pieces. Today it houses the
Museum für Völkerkunde (see Museums)
and exhibitions of natural history
including geology. Take trams 4 or 9 to
Palaisplatz.
The Goldener Reiter (1736) at
Neustädter Markt is an equestrian statue
of August the Strong (completed by
Ludwig Wiedemann just after the
elector-king’s death) that formerly
crowned the nearby Blockhaus.
Wiedemann depicted August as a Roman
emperor. The statue stands between
Augustusbrücke, the Elbe bridge linking
Altstadt and Neustadt named in August’s
honour, and the Neustadt avenue
Hauptstraße. Originally gilt, it was
disassembled during World War II and
later restored with gold leaf.
The Dreikönigskirche (M-Su 10-18) in Königstraße
(enter the main hall from Hauptstraße) was rebuilt in the
1730s by George Bähr and Matthäus Daniel Pöppelmann
as part of the replanning of the Neustadt. The tower
of more than 87m was added in the mid 19th century.
Much of the church burned in the 1945 bombing and
the subsequent fires melted the three bells but parts of
the Baroque altar (1739) by Benjamin Thomae, showing
the story of the wise and foolish virgins, survived. A
rare Totentanz in relief (1534, by Christoph Walther),
originally part of the Residenz exterior, was mounted
inside during the rebuilding, which was finished in 1991.
The tower can be climbed for a view of the Neustadt
(see Views).

10-1) at Münzgasse 10 is reasonably priced
for German standards, regional fare and
drinks and offers the local cakes. Adjacent
in Terrassengasse is Kunst-Café-Antik (MSu from 10.30), which includes salads and a
short vegetarian menu among its offerings in
antique surroundings.
There is a Czech flavour to the central
European cuisine at Wenzel Prager
Bierstuben (M-Su 11-23, tel 0351-8042010)
at Königstraße 1 in Innere Neustadt, where
most courses are under €15.
In Aüßere Neustadt, Planwirtschaft (SuTh 9-1, F-Sa 9-2) at Louisenstraße 20 takes
its name and spirit from the recent Communist
past, serving local food but adding an organic
principle, boutique brews and other beverages
and a smokers’ cellar (opens 19.00). Producers
supply the food direct. A breakfast buffet is
served daily until 15.00.
Scheunecafé (M-Th 16-24, F 16-1, Sa 101, Su 10-24) in the Scheune at Alaunstraße
36 is a magnet for many with its pub, a menu
from breakfast to bistro including Indian
dishes and garden service from April through
the summer. Its weekend breakfasts are an
event for their buffet selection and outdoor
eating. The other breakfast mecca in the north
is Café Continental (see Meet & drink) with
a selection of styles up to €10.
Meet & drink
Neumarkt and Münzgasse off Brühlsche
Terrassen are the bustling hubs. Theaterplatz
is a more up-market address. Also lively are
the Neustadt cafe precincts of Hauptstraße
and Königstraße (around Alaunstraße and
Görlitzer Straße north of Albertplatz in more
alternative styles). The Nightwalk Dresden
tour in this district (see Tours) might be a good
introduction.
Café Vis à Vis (M-Su 11-18), Brühlsche
Terrasse 3, is above the Elbe in one of Europe’s
superb locales with a sense of refinement. It is
known for its range of coffees, some with a
dash of something extra, and cakes, especially
Eierschecke.
On Theaterplatz near the river the outdoor
establishments of Italienisches Dörfchen (see
Food), Elbterrassen and Der Biergarten,
offer outdoor service and drinks.
Kuppelrestaurant in der Yenidze (tel
0351-4905990, M-Su 11-23) at Weißeritzstraße
3 is a venue in an exotic domed building that
started as a tobacco factory. It offers a superb
view from the cafe-restaurant or the summer
beer garden six storeys up.
In Neustadt, Café Europa at Königsbrücker
Straße 68 is a 24-hour cafe (smoke-free 6-20),
offering international papers, free internet and
WLAN and a menu covering everything from
breakfast to cocktails. Café Continental at
Görlizter Straße 1 is another popular 24-hour
cafe and bar with outdoor service.
Pfunds Molkerei in the restored dairy at
Bautzner Straße 79 has an upstairs cafe (MSu 10-20) with icecream and gourmet cheeses
among its favourites.
The Kulturzentrum (M-F 17-2, Sa-Su
10-2) at Scheunecafé (see also Food above)
is a performance hub for live music, theatre
or cinema. Groove Station, Katharinenstraße
11-13, (Su-Th 19-3, F-Sa 19-5) offers a
moving feast of live acts most nights as well as
a bar. It’s best to check www.groovestation.de,
where the music is available to sample. Entry
for acts varies from free to €10 a head.
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Accommodation bookings can be made
through the tourist website www.dresden.
de, where listings are provided, or through
the Dresden Information Neumarkt office or
Hauptbahnhof booth (see Quick Guide).
Pensions, apartments and small twostar hotels are numerous and almost 300
are sortably listed online at www.dresdenpension.de.
Apart from normal summer demands
a peak time for Dresden is from late in
November until the new year, when the many
Christmas markets and activities take place.
Some hostels will charge slightly higher rates
for Friday and Saturday nights most times of
year.
Dresden was expected to introduce a
tourist tax of €1.30 per night, per person over
18, from early in 2014.
The refurbished Hotel Ibis Dresden
Bastei (tel 0351-48562000, reservierung@
ibis-dresden.de), Prager Straße 5, is 500m
from the Hauptbahnhof in the main shopping
precinct. Single/double rates are from €47/67
without breakfast. WLAN access to rooms
is at a daily charge or in the lobby at hourly
rates. Parking costs €6 per night. Two other
Ibis hotels are adjacent, the Ibis Königstein
(Prager Straße 9), and Ibis Lilienstein (Prager
Straße 13) with differing rates.
Hostel accommodation is central at
A&O Dresden Hauptbahnhof (tel 03514692715900), Strehlener Straße 10, 400m
south-east of the Hauptbahnhof with private
or four or six-bed dormitory rooms, a shared
games room and sky bar. Free WLAN is
offered for the first 24 hours. Private rooms
cost from €28 with discounts for advance
bookings (breakfast extra), hostel beds €16 per
person in shared rooms with en-suite facilities
and lockers available.
Cityherberge (tel 0351-4859900, www.
cityherberge.de) is in the Altstadt south of
Pirnaischer Platz at Lingnerallee 3 with a
range of rooms and rates from €44/64/84 in
hotel rooms with bathroom and breakfast
and €25/40/54 for hostel rooms with shared
facilities and breakfast. There is a 24-hour
guest kitchen, laundry facilities and free
WLAN access.
A different option is the cabins of the
CVJM Jugendschiff (tel 0351-8945850
M-Tu & Th-F 11-15, www.cvjm-sachsen.de/
jugendschiff), moored on the north bank of the
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Elbe at Uferstraße west of the Marienbrücke.
Beds with full facilities and breakfast in two/
three-bed cabins start at €38.50/35.50 (€2 extra
for the upper deck). There are discounts of
€2-3 for guests aged between 18 and 26 (rising
to about €12 for children 4-11 and children
under 3 stay free). WLAN is available.
Artis Suite Hotel (tel 0351-86450,
www.artis-hotel.de) at Berliner Straße 25
in Friedrichstadt offers three-star suite
accommodation and apartments 2km west of
the city centre. Studio suites cost from €58
(breakfast €5.50 or €12.50 extra). Rates are
discounted for longer stays but WLAN is at an
extra charge. Parking places are €5 per night.
Take tram 1 to Manitiusstraße or tram 2 or 6 to
Schäferstraße.
At the north end of Neustadt is the smokefree Pension Helgoländ at Helgolandstraße
9B (tel 0351-5005297, www.xn--pensionhelgolnd-dresden-3bc.de), with rates from
€26/52/78 per night without breakfast (cash
only, one night only €29.90 per person but
discounts for a fortnight or more). Bathroom
and kitchen facilities are shared. WLAN
access is available at €1 a day. Take trams 3, 7
or 8 to Bischofsweg and change for tram 13 to
Friedensstraße.
A Mesoamerican theme is expressed
in full colour by Gästehaus Mezcalero
(tel 0351-810770, www1.mezcalero.de) at
Königsbrücker Straße 64. Singles/doubles
with shared facilities in high season cost from
€30/48 (with shower and toilet from €52/62).
Add €6.50 for the breakfast buffet (children
5-10 €3.50) €2 for Friday and Saturday
nights, subtract €2 for November, January
and February. The basic high-season price
per person in three-bed rooms is €25, in fourbed rooms €19.50, in rooms of up to six beds
€17.50 (add €0.50 Fridays and Saturdays and
€2.50 for linen). Apartments are also available,
along with PC internet access and a bar. Take
tram 7 or 8 to Bischofsweg.
Hostel Louise 20 (tel 0351-8894894,
www.louise20.de), upstairs at Louisenstraße
20, offers singles/doubles with shared facilities
in high season from €31/40. Rates per person
in three, four and five-bed rooms are €16-18.
Add €2.50 for linen (unless holding a hostel
card), €5.50 for the breakfast buffet and €1 for
Friday and Saturday nights, but the seventh
night is free. Rates are €1-2 per night lower
in November, January and February. An

apartment is available for up to eight people
and parking places cost €6. Take tram 7 or 8 to
Louisenstraße.
The private hostel Kangaroo-Stop (tel
0351-3143455, www.kangaroo-stop.de) at
Erna-Berger-Straße 8 has high-season
singles/doubles from €33/40, and multi-bed
accommodation from €16 in three-bed rooms
to €12.50 in 10-bed rooms. Breakfast is €5
extra and linen and towels €2.50 for stays up
to three nights. Apartment accommodation,
parking and free WLAN are also available.
Lockers are available in dormitories. Take
tram 3, 7, 8 or 11 to Albertplatz.
Tryp by Wyndham Dresden Neustadt,
Fritz-Reuter-Straße 21 (tel 0351-80950, www.
trypdresdenneustadt.com) is some distance
from the city centre in Äußere Neustadt with
singles/doubles from €49/69 and a three-star
option offering extra beds. Take tram 7 or 8 to
Bischofsweg or tram 3 from Schlesischer Platz
to Liststraße and change for tram 13.
Many villa houses east of the city around
the Elbe valley in Loschwitz or off Bautzner
Straße operate as pensions, guesthouses or
small hotels. A family option north of the river
is Pension Villa Angelika, Angelika Straße
2 (tel 0351-8108480, www.villa-angelikadresden.de), with singles/doubles from €42/55,
extra beds available (children under 3 free).
The breakfast charge is €7.50 per person.
Wireless internet is available but pricey at
€5 an hour. Take tram 11 to Angelika Straße.
Rates are slightly lower at the related Pension
An den Schlößern nearby at Bautzener Straße
191.
There are three DJH hostels. At
Jugendherberge Dresden Jugendgästehaus (tel 0351-492620, email dresden@
jugendherberge.de) at Maternistraße 22 rates
start at €21.50. Take tram 7, 10 or 12 to Freiberger Straße.
In a period house at Hübnerstraße 11
south of the city is Jugendherberge Dresden
Rudi Arndt (tel 0351-4710667, email
dresden.rudiarndt@jugendherberge.de), with
bed rates from €17.50. Take tram 3 or 8 to
Nürnberger Straße.
To the north-west of the Dresden city
area is Jugendherberge Dresden-Radebeul
(tel 0351-8382880, email radebeul@
jugendherberge.de) at Weintraubenstraße 12
with rates from €17.50. Take S1 to RadebeulWeintraube.

Evenings are the time to stroll
Brühlsche Terrasse, the ‘balcony
of Europe’ above the Elbe.

Detail on Langer Gang in the Stallhof.
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Schloß Moritzburg (Apr-Oct M-Su 10-17.30, Nov-Feb Tu-Su 10-17.30,
€7/3.50, families €14) is an imposing hunting lodge and pleasure palace in the
middle of a lake about 12km north of the city. Its location alone is beautiful
but the Baroque fittings and interiors, including a banquet hall decorated with
hunting trophies and the Federzimmer state bedroom with more than a million
bird feathers woven into its decoration, bespeak the opulence of August the
Strong’s court. The cost for the castle audio guide, or for a guided (usually
German) tour of the porcelain collection, is €2. A 2.5km walk through the
parklands reaches the Fasanenschlösschen pavilion (open late Apr-Oct M-Su
11-16, €5.50/3.50 in small German-language tour groups only) and garden to
the east. Combined tickets to all cost €9.50/5.50. Take bus 326 from
Dresden-Neustadt station to Moritzburg Schloß (25 minutes). A closer bus
stop (for some return journeys only) is at Markt, west of the main street
Schloßallee.
Dresden’s oriental influences were most completely realised at Schloß und Park
Pillnitz on the Elbe bank south-east of the city centre. In the 1720s August the
Strong transformed a Renaissance manor, ordering new pleasure palaces and the
laying out of superb gardens. He liked to arrive in a gondola, which is on display
in the park. The complex was further extended with English, Dutch and Chinese
gardens. The palm house (Apr-Oct M-Su 10-18, Nov-Feb 10-16, €2/1) is from the
mid-19th century. The park is open (M-Su 6-dusk, €2/1 in summer, visitors under 17
free) weather permitting. The Schloßmuseum (Apr-Oct Tu-Su 10-17, €8/6 with park
entrance, visitors under 17 free) is in Neues Palais and the Kunstgewerbemuseum
decorative arts collections (May-Oct Tu-Su, €8/4 with park entrance, visitors under
17 free) are in the Bergpalais and Wasserpalais. The museum combined ticket
covers all except the Kamelienhaus (Feb-mid April €1.50/1), home to a prized
Japanese camellia. Take bus 63 to Leonardo-da Vinci-Straße or tram 2 to the
Kleinzschachwitz terminus and walk down to the cross-river ferry (see also Cruises).
Festung Königstein (Apr-Oct M-Su 9-18, €8/6, families €21, Nov-Mar 10-17, €7/5,
families €18, children under 6 free) south-east of Dresden long maintained a strategic
position commanding the Elbe valley. A fortress on these heights was first attested in
the 13th century and garrisons were a constant feature through peace and war. The
site also attained notoriety as a prison. During the Seven Years War Frederick the
Great’s attack forced August II to retreat here for safety. Today the visitor, apart from
a spectacular view of the Elbe, the Erzgebirge mountains and the Czech frontier, can
visit the armoury, artillery and prison museums, arsenal, cellars, garrison church and
commandant’s house and stables. Audio guides (children’s versions available) cost
€2.50. Cafes and restaurants are in the buildings. Take S1 from Dresden to Königstein
village (40 minutes), from where the footpath up is a demanding climb of more than 30
minutes following blue markers. The Festungs-Express shuttle bus (€5/1.50 return, last
bus 16.00) runs half-hourly from Reißiger Platz near the roundabout to the parking area
below the fortress, from where a tourist mini-train or observation lift completes the trip.
Barockgarten Großsedlitz (Apr-Aug M-Su 8-20, €4/2, families €9, Sep-Mar
8-dusk weather permitting) was August the Strong’s finest Baroque garden
and its buildings were taken over by the encampment of Frederick the Great
when he invaded Saxony in 1756 and occupied Dresden. Frederick found the
arrangement comfortable enough, knowing a thing or two about architecture.
Like many of August’s projects, this went unfinished but the garden,
fountains and sculptures demand a visit. Sadly, of the buildings only the
so-called Friedrichsschlößchen (now a cafe) and the orangeries remain. When
the potted trees were placed outside in summer, orangeries became a venue
for festivities. The display in the upper orangery gives an idea of August’s
vision, as do guided tours (Apr-Oct Su 11, €2.50/2). Take S1 or S2 to
Heidenau station, then (M-F) bus A to Barockgarten Großsedlitz. Any day,
take either train to Heidenau-Großsedlitz station and choose from two
tree-lined lanes reaching more than 1km uphill over the fields to the west.
The seat of Saxon rulers before Dresden, Meissen/Meißen was in time overshadowed by
its successor in all respects except porcelain manufacture. But its legacy is a medieval
townscape of beauty. The late Gothic Frauenkirche with its porcelain carillon is just off
the main town square Markt. On the citadel Burgberg, best reached via the castle bridge,
is the late Gothic castle Albrechtsburg (Mar-Oct M-Su 10-18, Nov-Feb M-Su 10-17, €8/4,
families €18) and the Gothic Dom and its museum (Apr-Oct M-Su 9-18, Nov-Mar M-Su
10-16, €3.50/2.50). The castle housed the porcelain works for 150 years. Three of the
castle’s vaulted halls and chambers were richly painted with Neoromantic historical
motifs. Another celebrates heraldry. In the castle Johann Friedrich Böttger from 1710
directed the manufacture of porcelain, celebrated in the Böttger room. The present factory,
Staatliche Porzellan Manufaktur Meißen south-west of the old town at Talstraße 9
(May-Oct M-Su 9-18, Nov-Apr M-Su 9-17, €9 with audio guide), opens to the public.
The tourist office at Markt 3 is open Apr-Oct M-F 10-18, Sa-Su 10-16, Nov-Dec and
Feb-Mar M-F 10-17, Sa 10-15, Jan M-F 10-17. Take S1 to Meissen Hauptbahnhof.
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